Dual form of education- a successful combination between business and learning

Vocational school for nuclear technology "Igor Vasilievich Kurchatov" has been working with dual form for two years now. The first class working and studying on dual form started in 2020/2021 school year. The specialty is "Nuclear energy". Twenty-six boys and girls chose to study for the next five years this responsible and requiring a lot of work and devotion profession.

This dual form of education is carried out by the Law of Professional education, The Labor Code and Ordinance № 1/08.05.2015, which sets up the order and conditions for dual form of education. One of the features of this educational system is the close connection between the economics of the country and education.

The advantage is both for the students and for the business. Preparing the young people at school gives them the basics and helps them to be more oriented on the labor market.

Dual education helps the building of working skills, absorption of knowledge, real imagination of how business works. Similar form of education suggests a lot of advantages for both sides- the employer knows a lot about his future workers and the young people are acquainted to the profession and they are calm, because they have an idea how to build their career based on their interests and desires.

As a part of this dual form of education, our school has a partnership with the Nuclear Power Plant, in particular with “Nuclear energy” specialty.

The well known slogan of the school- “Energy for clean nature” shows its role in the fighting against climate changes.

The new 2021/2022 school year has is gaining speed and our students show their impatience to go working in the Nuclear Power Plant for their internship. They are now preparing theoretically and when the time comes, they want to show the best of themselves.